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ince almost the beginning, the Obama administration has distinguished itself from previous administrations by the number and expansive nature of the executive actions it has taken on immigration matters.
The goal has been to undermine the enforcement of immigration law and limit the reach of ICE in order to
protect a larger and larger number of illegal aliens from deportation.
These actions typically are expressed as guidelines that sound benign, but which in practice also prevent the deportation of illegal aliens involved in crime, or whose behavior has endangered the public. One example is the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program. This program was sold to the public as deportation relief
for young illegal aliens brought here by their parents, through no fault of their own, who have been in school, and
have stayed out of trouble. While no doubt some DACA beneficiaries meet that description, the program operates in such a way as to also benefit less meritorious illegal aliens, including those who have committed crimes or
other infractions, are involved in gangs, or who have caused other problems in their community.1 Additionally, in
practice, a substantial number of the DACA recipients are not — and have not been — in school, belying the argument that the program was designed to permit them to obtain secondary education, college degrees, and become
“productive members of society”.
Many of these executive actions have been created out of whole cloth as a way of circumventing the legislative
prerogatives of our Congress, thus rendering them both constitutionally and legally suspect. In our view, they
have also harmed the national interest and public safety.
The administration apparently remains committed to using executive action to obtain what it has been unable
to achieve in the constitutionally prescribed manner, although the president has acknowledged the public anger
and frustration over his handling over the recent border crisis involving the surge of tens of thousands of aliens,
including women and children, in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas. However his acknowledgement has extended
only to stating that he will wait until after the midterm elections before he takes further executive action — a decision that, however it is couched, reflects a disturbingly cold political calculation rather than one aimed to make
peace with the American people and cease his overreach.
There has been a great deal of public speculation as to the exact form any new executive action will take. One
prominent organization with close ties to the Obama administration, the Migration Policy Institute (MPI), has
produced an outline of the possible parameters of new executive actions entitled “Executive Action for Unauthorized Immigrants: Estimates of the Populations that Could Receive Relief ”.2 This report distinguishes various
methods by which the administration could extend, even further than it has already, its efforts to grant the effective equivalent of amnesty to aliens. Each of the methods carves out different portions (or aggregates) of the population of illegal aliens of the United States as potential recipients of executive action “relief ” from deportation.
Issuance of the report was also accompanied by a public “webinar”, during which an electronic slide show presentation was made.3 The slide show summarized the methods the administration might use to achieve additional
“relief ” from deportation.
Our purpose in this report is to go beyond estimates of the number of illegal aliens who might benefit from executive action to explore the public safety ramifications of shielding these categories of aliens from deportation. We
set out to answer the question: What are the characteristics of aliens who would likely be spared deportation as
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a result of the imposition of broader prosecutorial discretion guidelines? To accomplish this, we used a database of all ICE
deportation cases from federal fiscal year 2004 through federal fiscal year 2013 (which we believe to identical to the dataset
used by MPI analysts).4
We begin with an examination of the proposal to exempt from enforcement action those illegal aliens who have been “convicted exclusively of traffic crimes”. The presumed rationale for this proposal is that those illegal aliens whose only criminal conviction is for a “traffic crime” are not a threat to the public and therefore should not be subject to deportation. The
implication is that ICE agents who seek the removal of illegal alien traffic offenders are overzealous and wasting scarce enforcement resources on cases that should be a low priority. According to MPI, which did not supply a definitive definition
of “traffic offender”, applying executive action to this group of aliens for the years 2003 through 2013, would have protected
206,000 illegal aliens from removal. Our analysis (which does define traffic offenses), found that executive action would have
protected 258,689
illegal aliens convicted of traffic offences from 2004 to 2013.
Key Findings:
•

An Obama administration executive action that protects from deportation those aliens convicted exclusively of traffic offenses potentially would shield thousands of dangerous drivers from deportation every year, including many
convicted of drunk or drugged driving, judging by actual deportation records.

•

Traffic crimes include a wide spectrum of offenses and crimes, ranging from drunk or drugged driving, to vehicular
homicide, to joyriding, to improper lane changes, to driving without a license or insurance. Many of these are serious, involve fatalities, and put the public at risk. Proponents of such an executive action should be pressed to define
exactly what offenses are meant or intended by the phrase.

•

More than half (57 percent) of all aliens deported from 2004-2013 whose most serious conviction was a trafficrelated crime were convicted of drunk or drugged driving.

•

Other traffic-related criminal convictions of deported aliens included: carjacking, hit-and-run, vehicular homicide/
manslaughter, transporting alcohol, vehicle theft, joyriding, and license offenses.

•

The majority of all traffic-related crimes in the 10-year dataset were committed by adult male aliens (from late teens
to mid 30s in age) who entered the country without inspection across the border, and therefore were almost certainly
driving without a license and uninsured.

•

Most aliens deported after convictions for traffic crimes had other aggravating circumstances that weighed on their
case. More than one-half (55 percent) of aliens deported from 2004-2013 after traffic-related convictions had been
deported from the country at least once before. In 2013, 70 percent of traffic offenders were prior-deportees.

•

An even larger percentage (60 percent) of aliens convicted of lesser traffic offenses (a subset of traffic crimes) were
prior deportees.

What We Examined and Why
We begin our analysis of the proposed executive actions by looking at the proposal to grant relief to the population of deported aliens who, in the words of the MPI brief, were “[c]onvicted exclusively of traffic crimes”. MPI refers to this and other
mechanisms involving forgiveness of offenses as “[r]e-focusing and strictly adhering to enforcement priorities”.
We chose to focus on this proposed method of achieving executive action proponents suggest would benefit a relatively benign segment of the illegal alien population in the United States. We wanted to test the validity of that tacit assumption. Our
examination encompassed 10 years of removals data, from 2004 through 2013.
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What Are Traffic Crimes?
Use of the phrase “traffic crimes” is imprecise. This is an important point to make in the context of the removals datasets
from which the key figures were initially derived and that led to the estimates of population size of affected aliens who would
receive the benefits of deferred action. The authors of the MPI executive action brief did not explain what they intended by it.
We interpret traffic crimes to mean crimes reasonably arising from, and on, the roadways. As such, in drawing from the 10
years of data, we examined the population of removed aliens who were convicted of the following offenses:
•

Carjacking

•

Driving under the influence of drugs

•

Driving under the influence of alcohol

•

Hit-and-run

•

Vehicular homicide/manslaughter

•

Transporting alcohol

•

A consolidated category of stolen vehicle/vehicle theft offenses

•

Unauthorized use of a vehicle/joyriding

•

Traffic offenses such as driving without a license, speeding, etc.

This latter category brings up an important point that must be made: One must not confuse traffic crimes with traffic offenses. The latter is a subset of traffic crimes, and reflects conduct that often (but not always) is dealt with by a summons (a
“ticket” in everyday language) as opposed to a physical arrest by the police.
A few additional notes are in order:
The data almost certainly fail to accurately depict the universe of traffic-related crimes for the removed aliens due to the way
they are captured in the database, or the way the offenses are charged by police.
For example, an individual placed into a diversion program or granted probation or conditional release after being arrested
for driving under the influence (DUI) who later violates the program, probation order, or conditional release, may be shown
in the database as a violator of the program, order, or release rather than as a transparently traffic-related criminal.
Similarly, an individual may be arrested and charged with DUI or hit-and-run, but fail to appear for court. When re-apprehended, it may be the failure to appear for court for which he is finally convicted, although the initial arrest was traffic-related.
Likewise, the true extent of vehicular assaults may be underrepresented in the dataset by having been categorized simply as
“assault” or “aggravated assault”, and therefore not amenable to extrapolation as traffic-related for purposes of our analysis.
Even possession of counterfeit documents might have a traffic origin if the document in question is a forged driver’s license
or vehicle registration in the possession of an alien pulled over by police.
In conducting our research, we included stealing and theft of vehicles as traffic-related. Some may argue these are not trafficrelated crimes, but we disagree. An individual stopped on the interstate in a stolen car or truck has committed a traffic offense. Conversely, however, we did not include robbery or larceny from vehicles or similar offenses in the dataset even though
it is possible that some of these crimes arose from traffic stops.
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Because of the structure of the uniform crime codes described below, “unauthorized use of a vehicle/joyriding” is shown in
the data as a category distinct from vehicle theft, and so we, too, have counted it separately.
Finally, it is important to understand that the categories of crimes shown in the alien removals database are derived from
the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting Handbook (UCR),5 which is the standard used by most police agencies throughout the
United States. This provides for a certain level of statistical uniformity despite the bewildering shades of difference among
state criminal statutes, and between states and the federal government, whose agencies also contribute to the UCR.
However within the subset of data relating to aliens whose most serious crime is labeled a traffic offense, we believe it is likely
that an unknown number of those crimes were more serious than the label would denote. An ICE or Border Patrol agent
filling in a data screen may find it easier and less time consuming when opening up a scroll-down window to simply tag the
data generically rather than search an extremely long list to find an equivalent (but more serious) crime descriptor based on
UCR codes. This is particularly true given that, however these secondary fields are filled in, they will not change the way the
individual is charged for purposes of removability, which is, after all, primary in the minds of the federal agents.

Table 1. Traffic-Related Crimes Committed by Removed Aliens, 2004-2013			
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

10-Year Totals
by Offense

10

4

6

9

16

14

5

66

64

60

254

161

118

114

277

341

445

517

527

499

468

3,467

3,539

3,199

3,836

6,796 11,063 15,720 22,646 27,820 26,616 22,272

143,507

Hit and Run

298

324

353

578

886

1,209

1,674

2,135

2,267

2,038

11,762

Vehicular Homicide/
Manslaughter

139

143

119

153

161

194

200

187

202

176

1,674

Transporting Alcohol

1

1

0

1

9

11

12

38

52

28

153

1,641

1,697

1,906

1,957

1,879

1,839

1,555

1,661

1,466

1,169

16,770

216

148

169

210

245

267

358

300

280

269

2,462

9

7

8

19

44

64

64

130

408

444

1,197

Traffic Offense

1,133

873

1,053

2,551

5,124

8,325 12,262 17,133 16,636 12,353

77,443

Yearly Totals

7,147

6,514

7,564 12,551 19,768 28,088 39,293 49,997 48,490 39,277

258,689

Offense
Carjacking
Driving Under the
Influence of Drugs
Driving Under the
Influence of Alcohol

Stolen Vehicle/
Vehicle Theft
(Consolidated Violations)
Unauthorized Use of
Vehicle/Joyriding
Licensing

What We Found
We found that a majority of traffic-related crimes tend to be committed by adult male aliens (from late teens to mid 30s in
age) who entered the country without inspection and therefore were almost certainly driving without a license and uninsured. This poses a huge risk to other drivers on America’s roadways.
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We also know anecdotally from several cases that a number of those aliens whose most serious offense is listed as “driving
under the influence” in fact injured or killed pedestrians or other drivers, but were for a variety of reasons not charged by
police or prosecutors with the more serious offenses. In some egregious instances, the most serious charge levied was driving
without a license, even when death or permanent maiming ensued.6

A Snapshot by Crime Categories
Carjacking. Carjackings constituted an extremely small percentage (.01 percent) of the total of 204,036 removed aliens who
were convicted of traffic-related offenses in the years 2004-2013. But while the overall number of carjackings is small, they
are extremely violent crimes and can sometimes endanger not only the driver, but also passengers, including small children
who sometimes are in the vehicle during high-speed getaways, thus risking injury or death.
Driving Under the Influence. The DUI-drugs and DUI-alcohol categories combined represent a staggering 57 percent of all
traffic-related crimes over the 10-year period. Collectively, the DUI data should be a cause for alarm, given the high percentage of vehicle accidents in America today (especially those involving injury or death) that are drug or alcohol related. According to the National Highway and Traffic Safety Administration, drunk driving is the most frequently committed violent
crime in America, killing 10,839 people last year, and costing the public billions of dollars annually.7
It would be easy, but erroneous, to assume from the data that when the information indicates an alien’s most serious criminal
conviction is for DUI, it represents a single offense. For example, an alien might be picked up repeatedly in the metropolitan
Chicago area for DUI offenses, but never brought to the attention of federal authorities because the Cook County Jail has a
policy of non-cooperation with ICE agents. Thus, it would not be until the alien was stopped for DUI in another jurisdiction
that ICE might be notified of his arrest.
What is more, a DUI conviction in the dataset can be misleading in that, as discussed earlier, it may mask the fact that injuries, maiming, or death attended the accident that the drunk or drugged alien driver caused.
Hit-and-Run. Hit-and-run convictions represent almost 5 percent of traffic-related convictions among aliens removed during the years 2004-2013. Like DUI, hit-and-run crimes are amorphous: there is no way to know from the dataset how many
of those hit-and-run vehicular accidents involved injury or death to others. And, like carjacking, hit-and-run can be a heinous offense because victims are often left to languish or die along the roadway because the driver flees rather than stopping
to give aid. Thus the severity of the crime belies its small statistical weight.
Vehicular Homicide/Manslaughter. These convictions constitute almost 1 percent of traffic-related convictions in the 10year period analyzed, but of course each one of them represents at least one death, and some of them several. We also believe
that this category is in fact an undercount. Some of the homicides and manslaughters shown in the dataset may have been on
the highways, but unless they were specifically labeled as “vehicular” we excluded them from our tally.
Transporting Alcohol. This offense represents a statistically insignificant proportion of the number of traffic-related crimes,
but was included for completeness. Depending on the UCR encoding by the arresting officer, transporting alcohol might in
fact range anywhere from a simple open-container violation to the much more serious crime of moving moonshine or untaxed whiskeys on the nation’s highways. It is also well to remember, however, that when one is violating the open-container
laws, there is a high likelihood that one is, or will become, inebriated while driving.
Stolen Vehicles/Vehicle Theft. This combined category represents 6.5 percent of the total of traffic-related crimes although,
like homicide and manslaughter, there is a likely undercount because unless the theft was specifically described as vehicular
it was excluded from our analysis. Note also that, although we included stealing and theft of vehicles as traffic-related crimes,
we did not include robbery or larceny from vehicles in the dataset.
Unauthorized Use of Vehicle/Joyriding. This category represents a mere 1 percent of the overall total of traffic-related
crimes. It is important to understand, however, that a conviction for unauthorized use of a vehicle is quite frequently the
result of a plea bargain down from the more serious felony of stealing a vehicle.
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Licensing. This category of crime consists primarily of offenses such as failure to register a vehicle, expired license plates, etc.
Licensing-related traffic crimes constituted .46 percent of the total. There is also likely some overlap with the traffic offenses
category, depending on how the arresting/citing police officer encoded the offense for UCR purposes in his report.
Traffic Offenses. Traffic offenses consist of moving offenses such as speeding or failure to yield, as well as driver’s license
violations (no license, expired license, etc.) and failure to maintain insurance coverage, etc. Not unexpectedly, these violations made up 30 percent of the entire volume of traffic-related crimes. As indicated above, there is likely some overlap with
licensing violations in this category of offense.

A Majority of Traffic Offenders Are Also Prior Deportees
We also examined aliens who had been removed who had traffic-related criminal convictions in the context of their prior
adverse immigration histories. We believe that this is important and relevant, particularly in light of the assertion in the MPI
brief that such offenders could be accommodated as recipients for executive action simply by “[r]e-focusing and strictly
adhering to enforcement priorities”. This, of course, raised the question of whether or not federal agents were focusing on or
adhering to enforcement priorities within the scope of this segment of the illegal alien population.
Specifically, we looked at whether or not these individuals had been deported from the United States at least once prior to
the traffic charges on which they were identified and taken into custody by immigration agents. Re-entry after deportation
is a serious offense (a felony), and those who return illegally after deportation are a legitimate and important priority for
enforcement.

Table 2. Previously Deported Aliens Removed for All Traffic-Related Crimes
2004

2005

2006

2013

10-Year Totals

Total Number of
Removed Aliens

7,147

6,514

7,564 12,551 19,768 28,088 39,293 49,997 48,490 39,277

258,689

Number Who Were
Prior Deportees

4,176

3,931

4,528

6,700

143,207

58%

60%

60%

53%

Percentage Who Were
Prior Deportees

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

9,617 15,718 22,879 17,196 31,047 27,415
49%

56%

58%

34%

64%

70%

55%

Prior Removals for All Categories of Traffic-Related Crimes. As is immediately evident from Table 2, the number and
percentage of traffic crime violators who were, in fact, previous deportees was high. In other words, in a majority of cases, the
traffic offenders that were selected for deportation had other aggravating circumstances that weighed on their cases.
As can readily be seen, within the entire dataset of 10 years of removed aliens that we examined, 143,207 (55 percent) of
the 258,689 individuals convicted of traffic-related offenses had been previously deported at least once, some several times.
Under these circumstances, and contrary to what MPI suggests, it would be difficult to assert that federal immigration agents
are not adhering to an important enforcement priority in tracking down and removing recidivist reentrants when they focus
on aliens convicted of traffic-related crimes.
Prior Removals for a Subset of Traffic-Related Crimes. In addition to examining the entire database of removed aliens
who had been convicted for traffic-related crimes to find out who had been deported previously, we also examined a subset
of such aliens based on what others might term “lesser offenses” (a term we dispute, but nonetheless believed was useful to
examine for illustrative purposes in our analysis).
This subset consisted only of removed aliens who had been convicted for the following categories of traffic-related crimes,
which were described earlier in this Backgrounder:
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•

DUI (both drug- and alcohol-related offenses)

•

Licensing violations

•

Liquor transportation

•

Traffic offenses

•

Unauthorized use of a vehicle/joyriding

Table 3. Previously Deported Aliens Removed for “Lesser Offense” Traffic-Related Crimes
2004

2005

2006

2007

2013

10-Year Totals

Total Number of
5,059
Removed Aliens
(For Lesser Offences Only)

4,346

5,180

9,854 16,826 24,832 35,859 45,948 44,491 35,835

228,230

Number Who Were
Prior Deportees

2,938

2,621

3,049

5,115

136,858

58%

60%

59%

52%

Percentage Who Were
Prior Deportees

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

7,889 13,685 20,676 26,578 28,370 24,937
47%

55%

58%

58%

64%

70%

60%

Even focusing on so-called lesser offenses, we found that a significant number of these violators had been deported at least
once prior to the removal the database captured.
The percentage of “lesser offense” violators who had been deported previously was higher than for the universe of removed
aliens included in the entire set of traffic-related crimes (60 percent vs. 55 percent).

Conclusion
We believe that in the area of immigration policy, executive action under this presidency has reached the tipping point of
unconstitutionality. However, even considered in the context put forward by advocates of such action, a very basic examination of the traffic-related crimes of deported aliens shows their severity. Many of the apparently insignificant offenses mask
more serious offenses because they either are the result of charging (or plea bargaining) for lesser offenses, or simply don’t
reflect the underlying reality that injuries or death were associated with the incident captured in a single data field of a massive government spreadsheet. This gets to the heart of the flaw in arguing that traffic offenders merit executive action because
their crimes are minor.
We conclude that there are profound policy and community safety reasons, in addition to constitutional constraints and ruleof-law arguments, not to undertake an executive action that spares “traffic offenders” from deportation.
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